
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

FARNAZ SHADRAVAN
REARRANGING MY FURNITURE

TAG Gallery is proud to present Rearranging my Furniture, from artist Farnaz Shadravan. This will be the artist’s 
first exhibition with the gallery. The exhibition will be on view from January 22 – February 16 in our north gallery  
with a collaborative space in our east gallery. The exhibition will hold a reception on January 26 from 5-8pm. 

“A few years ago a relationship that consumed ten years of my life ended. We sold our house and I ended up 
with all of our furniture. I did not realize at the time, but the house and the furniture that seemed to be the back-
bone of our life together were actually the cross we were nailed to.After five years of keeping all the furniture 
in the basement of my new home I finally found the courage to unwrap them. Now I am taking the saw and the 
hammer to objects that held me captive for years. Now I am rearranging my furniture.“ – Farnaz Shadravan

Farnaz Shadravan was born and raised in Iran. She was trained as a Manuscript Illuminator of the Koran. Orig-
inally arriving in the United States in 1979, she was deported back to Iran in 1981. She returns to America in 
1986, graduates from Art School-University of Utah in 1990 and from UCSF School of Dentistry in 1994. She has 
also trained in Printmaking and Sculpture at San Francisco Art Institute.
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Artist Talk: February 9, 3 PM
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Loves me, loves me not, Wood and Fabric, 30”x 34”



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

KAREN SARROW
#bodylanguage

In #bodylanguage, Sarrow brings together her new life drawing series, Twogether portraits, pop paintings of 
hearts, and new work on Styrofoam. She also includes a sculpture and black and silver gelatin portraits from 
her college years that are precursors for the humanistic portraits that Sarrow is now showing in a solo show for 
the first time.

Sarrow’s recent storyboarding experience reminded her to appreciate body language being so much a part of 
portraiture and art.  She became inspired to create affectionate and and loving portraits that feel more life like to 
her, moving away from what she found austere and still, in classic portraiture.  She admires pop painting styles 
and is formally influenced by the painter Peter Caufield’s linear style and customized use of color.

When Sarrow started working with Styrofoam, she found that the shape suggested painting a portrait. She 
chose to use Green Planet Paints, a greener and non-toxic medium, to cover, reuse and make beautiful an 
object that is otherwise ecologically destructive.  These materials also promote a green and healthful message 
generally, reflecting Sarrow’s commitment to clean water, air, sustainability, and Medicare for All.
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Proud Model with Solar Panels, Natural Alkyd and Acrylic on Canvas 20” x 16”


